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Introduction & Methodology

More water 
quality data…

…yet nobody knows what to 
do with all this raw unsorted 

data!

▬Water utilities are increasingly deploying wireless sensor networks 
within drinking water distribution systems (DWDS) to understand 
why water quality deteriorates on its journey from treatment to tap.

▬However, as this is a relatively new pursuit, there is currently a 
knowledge gap regarding how to transform the resulting data into 
actionable information (often referred to as a DRIP problem).

▬This project aims to undertake a thorough investigation into what 
information can be derived from such data. 

▬A methodology has been developed that involves progressing 
systematically from single-parameter single-sensor (SPSS) towards a 
multi-parameter multi-sensor solution (MPMS).

▬Work to date has focused on SPSS and on linking sensors 
hydraulically (SPMS).

Methodology

SPSS: Data Quality Assessment

▬Water quality sensors are sensitive scientific instruments and can struggle 
when installed in harsh distribution network environments.

▬To assess turbidity data quality (monitor performance) 4 rules were coded:
1. Sample rate error
2. Single point outlier
3. Flat lining data
4. Extended periods > threshold

Figure 1: Fifty turbidity sensors performance ranked based on 4 rules.

✓ Identifies irregularities in 
data

✓ Informs what future 
analytics are possible

✓ Facilitates monitor 
performance assessment 

✓ Separates normal data 
from abnormal data

SPSS: Turbidity Drift Analytics

▬Turbidity sensor optics foul 
over time, leading to data 
drift (slow baseline 
increase).

▬Drift detection method 
that identifies 4 
continuous weeks of 
increased median values.

✓ Quantification of turbidity 
sensor fouling indicates 
network deterioration 
rates, helping inform 
maintenance intervals.

Figure 2: Top: Raw turbidity data with detected drift periods highlighted. 

Bottom: Extracted drift periods compared from same starting point.

SPMS: Linking Sensors Spatially

▬Hydraulic connectivity in 
DWDS can be unknown 
or poorly understood.

▬Accurately understanding 
of how sensors are linked 
is essential in order to 
analyse networks and 
event propagation.

▬Calculating correlations 
between sensors 
facilitates confirming 
connectivity and 
hydraulic transit times.

Figure 3: Top: Raw time series of 4 chlorine sensors. Bottom: Correlation 

curves between each of the sensors, demonstrating high level of 

correlation (overall transit time from Sensor 1 to Sensor 4 was 466 

minutes).

✓ Process can link sensors 
through network (Figure 4).

✓ Information can help 
validate hydraulic models 
and confirm valve 
conditions.

✓ Derived hydraulic transit 
times allow for events to be 
categorised and tracked.

Figure 4: Matrix of correlation coefficient values for 50 network 

sensors, taken from tip of correlation curve (at time lag that gives 

strongest correlation). Red indicates highly correlated sensors.

Conclusions & Future Work

▬SPSS analysis provides tools to separate normal and abnormal conditions.
▬The spatio-temporal information derived from correlation processes allows 

for improved hydraulic understanding and event tracking.
▬Combining multiple parameters from a single sensor will be investigated for 

water quality event detection and event precursor detection.
▬Methods will be combined into MPMS DWDS diagnostic tools to help inform 

and manage water quality and asset conditions throughout distribution 
systems.

Single Parameter 
Single Sensor

(SPSS)

•Sensor 
performance 
assessment

•Calculate fouling 
rate from 
turbidity drift

Single Parameter 
Multi Sensor

(SPMS)

•Link sensors 
hydraulically

•Track material 
through network

•Local versus 
global events

Multi Parameter 
Single Sensor

(MPSS)

•Quantify material 
movement

•Wavelet-based 
semblance

•Identify event 
precursors

Multi Parameter 
Multi Sensor

(MPMS)

•Categorise and 
track events

•Locate material 

•Provide future 
recommendations

Daryl Hughes
What strategy underlies UK water utilities' investment in sensors/Big Data/Smart Networks? Are benefits being realised already, or are they mostly speculative?

Killian J Gleeson
Hi Daryl,

Thanks for your question. Many UK utilities are starting to employ water quality sensor networks, usually in response to regions where there have been high levels of water quality related customer contacts. So they are hoping to understand why the water is deteriorating within the distribution network. 

I have yet to see any utilities actually use this data to inform decision making but you could probably put that down to inexperience in installing and maintaining such sensor networks, resulting in poor quality data. With good quality data, it is possible to gain understanding about both water quality and asset condition on local and global scales. I have already demonstrated that this is possible and the next 3 years of my project is focused on understanding how to bridge the current gap between data and actionable information.

Daryl Hughes
That's great to hear. Professor Dragan has persuaded me that smart data has great potential to improve water asset management. The gap seems substantial, so I look forward to hearing more about efforts to bridge it.


